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How ever,
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(not�
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Office".
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is false,
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---
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Post
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images

i n others as not being,

As for the contrast with

a'i 081)0 � c; ll

this is a considerab le over-simplification of th e view put forwar d

6,

in IIo

and even in the case of

language later when he wri tes

�a i61a Aristo tle modifies his
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remembered that Aristotle)>
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,...,

18-19)0
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It must be

tho ugh he makes a serious attempt to deal

with the problems of pe rceptual error ,
so lutiono

(428

did not achieve a satis factor y

Modern treatments in terms of sense-datum and interpr etation,

or of sensation and perception)>

no doubt have difficu lties,

nevertheless th ey have advantages over what is to be found
To put one point brief ly,
(ioeo
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in him.

whether a sensati on or a mental image

some other mental image) is in question,

image is not in itsel f true or

false)>

the sensation or

and must be distinguished from

propositions about it or about that which has given rise to ito
Fur ther)>

whenever the mental image

.in the narrower sense ll
perception o r not),

(ioeo in the case of a

whether it is

<pav�ao(a

an accurate copy of some possible

a proposition about it may be true or false.
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above)>

on the ground
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be assimilating it,
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above).
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